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HOSPITAL Project
The Host and Network System Profiler and Internet Traffic Analysis
(HOSPITAL) project is a tool for the summarization and characterization
of network traffic along with the troubleshooting of potential issues. The
goal is to create a tool that is able to provide Internet users and
administrators with an easy-to-use service that, in addition to normal
upkeep of networks, could detect as well as troubleshoot problems that
arise due to suspicious behavior. In order for this project to succeed, it
requires an advanced graphical user interface (GUI) that could accomplish
all of these goals while remaining accessible.

Unique Features
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Modular design
Semi-realtime analysis
Security and anomaly detection
Multi-level capability of analysis
Self-contained tool
Light weight and out-of-the-box components

<box title="Select Flow Direction:">
<item type="checkbox" name="incomingFlow" label="Incoming" default="true"/>
<item type="checkbox" name="outgoingFlow" label="Outgoing" default="true"/>
</box>
<box title="Select Ports:">
<item type="text" name="fromPort" label="From:" default="0"/>
<item type="text" name="toPort“ label="To:“ default="65535"/>
</box>
<box title="Select Protocol:">
<item type="select" name="chooseProtocol" label="Choose protocol:" default="0">
<option text="Any"/>
<option text="TCP"/>
<option text="ICMP"/>
</item>
</box>

Solution
Instead of developing a unique GUI in each language, we decided
to create a simple XML base. An interpreter is then written for
each platform that is targeted. These interpreters are very simple
and just need to be able to load the XML and make the very easy
conversion into the language-specific graphical elements. In
addition, using cross-platform database libraries such as SQLite
allow for the backend of each implementation to be essentially
identical to that of all other platforms.

The GUI Problem
Often when a new application is developed in this rapidly
changing technological world, it needs to work across multiple
platforms to appeal to different end-users. Often this crossplatform development wrecks havoc on the product’s
development timeline. The developers must waste valuable
time coding the same features multiple times in different
languages.
HOSPITAL is aimed at a variety of end-users, from network
administrators to the average Joe. In order to feasibly serve all
potential audiences, a unique graphical user interface would
normally have to be developed for each platform. This would
typically stall development.
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Conclusion
By simply changing the XML base file, upgrades to the GUI can be
immediately rolled out across multiple platforms without second
thought. This allows the product to be freely ported into new
languages and distributed without a significant increase in the amount
of time spent to release a new update for the application. It also
creates a standard interface, allowing a single documentation of GUI
functions. This creates a whole new kind of portability that gives the
application capability to be completely ported onto a new platform in
a matter of hours, instead of days or weeks.

